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Overview
• High level overview of the increasingly complex

Green OA policy environment - Lizzie
• Case study of the actual impact of this on

University OA teams - Yvonne



Under pressure

“In the past we have had very negative reactions
toward two-person presentations from our

delegates, as they frequently…are uncoordinated,
contradictory, self-indulgent, confusing, duplicative,

and run over time.”



Outline of study
• Used RoMEO data to follow the original 107

publishers on the database in 2004 and see how
their policies developed over time

• Used the Internet Archive (Wayback Machine)
to collect data

• Analysed manually for restrictions around what,
where, when and how self-archiving was
permitted and the growth of Gold OA



Publishers allowing some form of
self-archiving



Green OA policy restrictions 2004-
2015



Growth in embargo periods



Growth in allowable deposit locations



Growth in ‘how’ restrictions



Seamless, co-ordinated and not
at all self-indulgent  handover to
Yvonne 
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The Warwick Context

• Currently boasts (2017 figures):
– 2,433 Academic/Research/Teaching Staff
– Over 2,200 Research Postgraduate students

• Subject cover across the board
– 30 departments and over 70 research centres in 4

faculties
– DTC/CDTs, Institute of Advanced Study

• In the 2015/16 year
– Research grants and contracts = £117.1 million
– HEFCE grant for research = £34.9 million



• Support both the ‘Gold’ and
‘Green’ routes

• WRAP launched in 2008
• Publications service

launched in 2011
• RCUK block grant awarded

from 2013 to support ‘gold’:
• University of Warwick Open

Access policy launched 1
April 2013

Open Access at Warwick



OPEN ACCESS PUBLISHING
(There are 2 routes to OA

publishing: Gold and
Green)

GOLD
(Final print version)

Author/ institution
usually pay APC to

publisher

Free and
immediate

access

GREEN
(Accepted version)

No fees
paid to

publisher
Papers are often available after an

embargo period e.g.
WRAP - Warwick Research Archive

Portal



http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2012/06/21/finch-report-open-access/



“Attitude is a little thing
that makes a big

difference.”

- Winston Churchill
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Is this
compliant?



Example – wrap.warwick.ac.uk/99023

• Journal – ‘Journal of the London
Mathematical Society’

• Date of Acceptance – 16 February 2018
• Date of AAM Deposit – 19 February 2018
• Embargo period – 0 Months
• Unit of Assessment – Panel B
• Funders – N/A

• Compliant? Yes, for HEFCE



Example – wrap.warwick.ac.uk/99203

• Journal – ‘Journal of Common Market Studies’
• Date of Acceptance – 12 December 2017
• Gold or Green – Green (but gold option available)
• Date of AAM Deposit – 22 February 2018
• Embargo period – 24 Months
• License issues for AAM? - No
• Unit of Assessment – Panel C
• Funders – ESRC

• Compliant? Yes, for both HEFCE and ESRC



Example – wrap.warwick.ac.uk/89937

• Journal – ‘Nature Communications’
• Date of Acceptance – 23 May 2017
• Gold or Green – Gold
• Date of Deposit – 10 July 2017
• License for VoR? – CC-BY
• Unit of Assessment – Panel A
• HEFCE exception – ‘Published as ‘gold’ open access’
• PMC Deposit – Yes (PMC5508129)
• Funders – CRUK, MRC, Wellcome, (and others)

• Compliant? Yes, for HEFCE, RCUK and COAF



• Also known as post-print or
author’s accepted
manuscript

• Version after all peer review
changes but before any
publishers copyediting

• But is it this easy?

The Accepted version conundrum



1
• Author requests open access
• Request reviewed

2
• Accepted or rejected
• If accepted - cost code created

3
• Author requests invoice
• Invoice paid by department



© Lara Jane Townsend - http://larajaneiscreatingclevercraft.com



• Time?
• Cost?
• Information?
• Chasing?

How much is ‘too
much’?



http://journals.warwick.ac.uk



• Promote the use of OA
materials in teaching

• OA resources are listed in our
catalogue

• Direct support for OA initiatives
• Link OA promotion to other

work:
– REF preparations
– PhD Supervisors Training

The ‘Cat’s Eye View’



What might be next?
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